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Committee on Educational Policy 
Annual Report, 2003-2004 

 
 
To the Academic Senate, Santa Cruz Division 
 
During 2003-2004, the Committee on Educational Policy addressed a variety of policy issues in the 
process of fulfilling its charge to oversee the undergraduate and continuing education curriculum; it 
successfully brought to the Senate three pieces of legislation including the integration of the writing 
program with first year college programs; and it consulted with divisional and systemwide 
committees on a wide range of topics of local and universitywide import. 
 
Senate Legislation 
 
CEP worked closely with an ad hoc committee drawn from the Council of Provosts and the Writing 
Program to help develop a proposal better integrating the first year college-based curriculum with 
courses meeting the General Education writing requirements. We brought the enabling legislation to 
the spring Senate meeting, where it was approved, with the new requirements to be implemented in 
the fall of 2005. 
 
CEP proposed successful legislation to shorten the period during which the “withdraw” notation is a 
feasible option, setting the deadline at the end of the sixth week of instruction, and adding a 
requirement that students consult with a college preceptor or other provost designee prior to 
withdrawing.  CEP will continue to monitor the effects of late withdrawals on highly impacted 
courses such as the general education composition course, Writing I, Composition and Rhetoric. 
 
CEP proposed successful legislation on minors that now specifies a minimum number of 25 upper-
division credits required for minors.  Departments and other sponsors of minors with fewer upper-
division credits will be asked to make the case for an exception for the 2004-05 catalog. 
 
 
The Undergraduate Curriculum 
 
CEP commented on drafts of charges to external committees for a number of upcoming external 
reviews and participated in closure meetings for reviews of Film and Digital Media, the Language 
Program, Chemistry, Women’s Studies, Linguistics, and Education; it also participated in a post 
review consultation. We were also in active conversation with Vice Provost of Academic Affairs 
(VPAA) George Brown regarding the final shape of revised procedures to be implemented 2004-
2005. 
 
CEP participated in the approval of a new major in Applied Physics and a new minor in 
Bioinformatics, as well as the usual number of other catalog language changes for various 
programs.   CEP clarified its role in curriculum, noting that CEP may approve a course, or decline 
to remove a course, over a Dean’s objections.  According to Senate bylaw 312, the university 
faculty, rather than members of the administration, have final say over the curriculum. 
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Given the campuswide requirement of a capstone/comprehensive/final year exercise for all UCSC 
majors, and given the charge of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC) 
accreditation review to examine the vitality of this requirement, CEP conducted a survey of 
departments so we could better understand current practice. We received a heartening and 
thoughtful range of responses from almost all departments and prepared a report that has been sent 
to the WASC coordinating committee for inclusion in the forthcoming set of campus reports. The 
survey and related discussions also established the comprehensive/senior exit requirement as a topic 
for ongoing discussion in the coming year. 
 
With the changing grading system, faculty and programs asked CEP if the comprehensive 
exam/senior thesis requirement would be removed.  CEP studied the requirement, prior findings 
about the requirement, and responses to a departmental and a student survey.  The departmental 
responses were particularly thoughtful and helpful.  As discussed in the attached report (see 
Appendix), CEP found that the pedagogic need for a senior capstone experience has not changed 
with the change in grading system.  Also, CEP found comprehensive examinations to be generally a 
poor means of satisfying this requirement, less rewarding to faculty and students alike.  CEP 
worked with one program to change from a comprehensive examination to a senior project 
requirement, and will be further exploring this possibility with other programs in the coming year.  
This report will be a key exhibit in the WASC accreditation review next year. 
 
We also discussed the First Year seminar program and a range of issues concerning the general 
education Arts courses. We also commented in some detail on the shift of Science Illustration to 
University Extension, and the end of funding to the minors in Journalism and Communication and 
Rhetoric.  Oversight of the latter programs will continue next year. 
 
CEP addressed a range of additional topics, the discussion of which will continue into 2004-2005. 
Among these issues are the offering of courses required for majors through University Extension as 
well as the broader relationship between CEP and Extension, academic integrity, the ongoing 
development of a CEP proposal regarding mathematics and the Quantitative general education 
requirement, undergraduate teaching practicum courses, and campuswide honors courses. In the last 
case, an ad hoc committee considering honors is providing a report and recommendations to help 
shape next year’s discussions. 
 
Other consultations 
 
CEP also commented in detail on budget reduction plans for 2004-05, the “Major Assessment 
Survey” undertaken by VPAA Brown and Vice Provost/Dean of Undergraduate Education Goff and 
Academic Information System (AIS) issues (including the academic advising proposal, degree 
audit, and general education functional specifications). We responded to the Committee on 
Teaching’s proposed revision of the scantron form for course evaluations, as well as to the 
systemwide Faculty Instructional Activities reporting proposal.   CEP was consulted regarding the 
formation of a Department of Biomolecular Engineering and attendant FTE transfers, and we 
responded to University Extensions’s discontinuation of its affiliation with the Sierra Institute and 
its programs. We also commented on other Academic Senate legislation, including the Senate 
resolution on the  Patriot Act.   CEP also met with Performance Evaluations Coordinator Chris Lee 
to discuss the work of his office. 
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Finally, CEP was represented on and participated in the work of a number of other groups, both 
systemwide and on campus. Of particular importance this year was our participation in the WASC 
review process, on the Strategic Futures Committee, and on the ad hoc campuswide honors 
committee, as well as on the Special Committee on Non-Senate Teaching Faculty. And, as always, 
CEP commented on the academic calendar for coming years. 
 
Thanks 
 
CEP’s work in 2003-2004 was informed and made easier by the contributions and considerable 
insight of regular guests Council of Preceptors representative Cher Bergeon, Associate Registrar 
Pamela Hunt-Carter, Admissions Director Michael McCawley, and Executive Director of 
Admissions and University Registrar Kevin Brown. The committee also benefited from ongoing 
discussions with then VP/DUE Lynda Goff and from the data and analysis provided by Assistant 
Director on Institutional Research Julian Fernald.  Our approval of courses and catalog copy could 
not have gone forward without the assistance and amiable persistence of Publications and 
Scheduling Coordinator Margie Claxton. Student representatives James Sheldon and Liam Welcher 
provided invaluable insight, energy, and perspective. CEP is also particularly indebted this year to 
the work of the Council of Provosts and the Writing Program for the thought, imagination, and hard 
work they put into the writing revisions. Cathy Fong’s energy, memory, organizational capacities, 
and good-humored collegial pedagogy have been absolutely central to the work of the Committee.  
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATIONAL POLICY 
 
Margaret Brose (S) 
Kevin Browne, ex officio   Provosts’ representative 
Linda Burman-Hall    John Schechter  
Phil Crews  
Richard Hughey    Student representatives 
Loisa Nygaard     James Sheldon 
Jaye Padgett (FW)     Liam Welcher 
Donald Brenneis, Chair   
 
 
  
 
September 30, 2004 
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Appendix 
 

Committee on Educational Policy  
Report on the Comprehensive/Senior Exit Requirement 

June 2004 
 
Two growing trends led to the need for CEP to carefully examine the Comprehensive/Senior Exit 
Requirement.  First, as the campus is now moving to mandatory grades, several programs wondered 
whether or not CEP would eliminate the comprehensive/senior exit requirement, which was 
originally mandated as part of our grading variance.  Second, as part of our WASC (Western 
Association of Schools and Colleges) review, the campus WASC team identified a need to focus on 
our senior capstone experiences as we work to ensure the highest quality of undergraduate 
experience.  It is clear to CEP that, whatever the motivation, the founders of UCSC had great 
foresight in adopting a senior exit requirement.   
 
CEP reviewed and discussed material from two sources: the Committee’s request for information 
from all programs about the range and effectiveness of their choice in satisfying the senior exit 
requirements; and the Spring 2003 campus survey of proposed graduates that included two 
questions concerning the senior exit requirement.  The results from both surveys are remarkably 
similar. 
 
Based on this material, the primary conclusions are: 

1. Comprehensive examinations are generally the worst implementation of the senior exit 
requirement.  They are not supported by students or faculty, and in general are a misuse of 
resources.  While written and oral examinations, tailored to the individual student, are a 
standard part of graduate education in many disciplines, they can only be meaningfully 
provided by programs with low majors-to-faculty ratios. 

 
2. Course-based capstone requirements, integrated with the curriculum, are strongly valued by 

students and faculty.  With appropriate design, course-based solutions can be a more 
efficient use of resources, even in large programs. 

 
CEP’s goal is that this report will lead all programs to regularly evaluate their senior exit 
requirements.  Even in times of budgetary restraint, the focus must be on the quality of our 
education.  It is clear to CEP that senior capstone requirements are among the most important 
aspects of our programs, and thus they must be maintained and enhanced.  CEP encourages all 
programs to be creative and introspective as they continue in the never-ending task of improving 
each program.  
 
The remainder of this document summarizes the student and program survey data and presents the 
Committee’s policies and recommendations.    

Student evaluation of the exit requirement 
 
The Senior Survey had 690 responses, approximately one-third of those petitioning to graduate in 
spring 2003.  40% indicated that they completed the senior exit requirement with an examination 
(38% departmental, 2% GRE or equivalent), and 60% had an alternative exit requirement, such as a 
research project or thesis, an in-depth paper, a capstone course (Senior Seminar, etc.), or some other 
option. 
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The most interesting aspect of the Senior Survey is the question considering the usefulness of the 
senior exit requirement.  Students were asked to evaluate their senior exit requirement in relation to 
their regular coursework, in particular whether or not the impact was the same as regular 
coursework, better (“important in developing my intellectual skills” or “one of the most important 
aspects of my academic career”) or worse (“was less valuable than my regular coursework” or “was 
a useless hoop to jump through”). 
 
Looking at the negatives, 60% of students who indicated that they completed the senior exit 
requirement by examination found the requirement to be either less valuable than regular course 
work or a useless hoop.  10% of students who completed the senior exit requirement by thesis, 
project, paper, capstone course, or other means rated the experience as less valuable than regular 
course work or a useless hoop. 
 
Looking at the responses of students who completed a senior thesis or capstone course, the situation 
is reversed.  60% of students who completed a thesis, paper, project, capstone course, or other 
means rated the experience as being either important in developing intellectual skills or one of the 
most important requirements of their academic career.  Only 12% of the examination students found 
significant value in the exam. 
 

Program evaluation of the exit requirement 
 
CEP received responses from 21 programs.  The responses were among the most thoughtful and 
valuable that CEP has received on any campuswide request for information.   
 
The responses fall into two categories.  First, are those departments that have a comprehensive 
examination, who frequently believe the senior exit requirement should be abolished.  Second, are 
those with some other form of senior exit requirement, who are in general strongly satisfied with the 
requirement, from both a pedagogic and workload point of view.  Two programs are either presently 
revising their exit requirement to a form other than a comprehensive examination, or are 
considering such a revision in the near future. 
 
Comments from the first group of departments using an exit exam, one per program, include: 

• “Requiring an extensive comprehensive exam is exacerbated by the current budget crisis, 
since managing this annual exam is quite costly.”   (from a program eliminating the 
comprehensive exam in favor of a capstone project course)  

• “We think that the comprehensive examination in particular is inefficient, a poor use of 
faculty resources, produces a high level of stress and anxiety for students, and is not a 
particularly effective capstone experience.” And “we recommend utilizing the minimum 
University of California grade point average for graduation.”  

• “We do not believe that our current senior comprehensive exam serves our students well, 
nor do we think it is worth the faculty, staff, and student time involved to mount, score, and 
maintain it.”  
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• “The department does not have the instructional resources to offer required seminar courses 

that smaller programs find so beneficial and in which students gain a higher level or broader 
understanding of their discipline.  The method in place allows us to handle the requirement 
while continuing to offer a curriculum that allows [students] to make degree progress.”  
“The comprehensive requirement does not add educational value to the [discipline] majors 
and is cumbersome to administer.”   

 
Comments from the second group, requiring a senior thesis, creative project, capstone course, etc., 
one per program, include: 

• “The current options were developed with undergraduate major needs in mind.  Many 
seniors were delaying graduation in order to finish the senior thesis.  The senior seminars 
provide a forum in which majors gain guidance in research and writing within a quarter.”  

• “Both the thesis and the seminar offer important learning opportunities for UCSC students 
graduating with a B.A. in [major].”   

• “We feel strongly that the exit requirement is an important component of our major, as it 
requires students to integrate knowledge from an interdisciplinary range of courses.  We 
think that our current options [senior thesis, senior internship, senior seminar, capstone 
course] provide an excellent range of learning and faculty interaction opportunities for 
students.  We do not think that an exam would be an appropriate exit requirement for our 
major.  We are also convinced that abolishing the exit requirement would be a detriment to 
our major.”  

• “[The program] retains a strong commitment to the capstone requirement because it 
represents a thoroughly meaningful intellectual and personal experience for graduating 
seniors (who are typically wanting and needing such meaningful experiences).  Our faculty 
continue to enjoy working with students on their capstone projects and, in fact, frequently 
say this is among the most meaningful teaching experiences.”  

• “The faculty feel that our current exit requirement is working extremely well as a learning 
experience for students.  In the 190 seminars, students can get deep into an advanced issue 
in [discipline] and, if they wish, can engage in independent research or thinking.”  

• “Faculty are, for the most part, very pleased with our Senior Exit requirement which is a 
seminar designated at the beginning of the quarter by the student as their capstone course.  
Faculty work particularly closely with those students, require work of a higher caliber than 
they do from those taking the course as a regular seminar, and evaluate the work using more 
rigorous standards.”   

• “The [Discipline] Department’s impression is that both paths [senior thesis and seminar] 
work extremely well as learning experiences.  The quality of the undergraduate theses 
produced is generally quite high…The seminars also appear to be highly successful by the 
same measure.”   

• “The [Discipline] faculty think that the senior project class, the capstone for [discipline] is a 
good class.”  

• “[Discipline] faculty generally feel that the senior seminar provides a valuable experience 
for majors.  As classes grow larger, this option ensures that every student will be able to take 
at least one small intensive course.  The [discipline] senior seminar requires that students 
write a substantial research paper (20 pages or more, although some faculty divide this into 
two ten-page papers).”  
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• “We in [Discipline] feel that the senior thesis is really a key learning experience for our 

students.  We do not allow any other methods of satisfying the exit requirement except for 
the students who are double majors with their second major in the sciences or engineering.  
These students take the [Discipline] GRE…”  

• “Last year we revised, with CEP’s approval, our senior extra requirement to give students 
six different options: [senior thesis, senior seminar, graduate course, additional approved 
course, oral examination, bibliographic essay].  We made these changes mainly to reallocate 
resources between our undergraduate and graduate curriculums.  In that regard the changes 
have been helpful; we have been able to offer more graduate courses this year.  We also 
think allowing students to choose among these options will improve their learning 
experience.  But it is too soon to evaluate these changes.  We will conduct a fairly thorough 
evaluation at the end of the next academic year and make any necessary changes.”   

• “Our faculty feels that the range of options that we provide to students serves both the 
students and the faculty well.  We had put a great deal of energy into revising them in the 
last couple of years, which is one of the reasons that we are satisfied for the moment with 
what we have drawn up.  They allow students to choose between an Expanded Research 
Paper (building on earlier coursework) and a Senior Seminar that counts as an Exit 
Requirement.”  

• “The department believes that a senior exit requirement is important and should be retained.  
It does not provide a serious impediment to graduation.”   

• “We require a capstone design experience for all students in [Discipline] and [Discipline].  
A major design experience … is required for all accredited [Discipline] programs, and this 
experience fits perfectly into the UCSC senior exit requirement.”  

• “As a learning experience, we feel that the senior seminar provides students with an 
intensive group learning environment–one that builds intellectual community among seniors 
and allows students to reflect collectively on the key questions in the field of [discipline] and 
their education as a whole.”  

• “Your inquiry about the senior exit requirement comes at a very appropriate junction in 
curriculum planning in the [Discipline] Department.  The Faculty have discussed this issue 
often in the past few years and, in fact, we just made a major change in the senior exit 
seminar for the B.A….Feedback from students thus far is extraordinary.  They find the 
material both challenging and enjoyable.  I am pleased to say that we have developed a 
course that truly “caps” their four years in the [Discipline] program and treats them on the 
level of first-year graduate students.”  

 
CEP’s conclusions from both the data it and the campus have collected are simple: programs 
that require written senior comprehensive examinations experience a level of dissatisfaction 
among both students and faculty.  These departments should consider shifting to some other 
form of exit requirement, and could perhaps consult with other departments with roughly 
equivalent resources and numbers of student majors to learn what works for them.  Many 
departments have managed to improve their exit requirement strategies through a combination 
of trial and error; it would be advantageous if other departments could benefit from what they 
have learned in the process. 
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Policy and Recommendations 
 
SCR 8.1.1  Each student, in order to graduate, must pass a comprehensive examination or senior 
thesis administered or approved by the agency supervising the student's major program. 
 

1. Regulation.  While the original relationship of the comprehensive/senior exit requirement 
and our grading policy has vanished, it is clear to CEP that senior capstone experiences are a 
core aspect of a high quality undergraduate education.  CEP does not propose any change to 
Santa Cruz Divisional regulation 8.1.1. 

 
2. Policy   

Thesis:  CEP affirms its 1995 definition of “thesis” as:  “A major, coherent project that 
meets the standards of the senior year level of achievement in the discipline.”   
Courses designated to satisfy the SCR 8.1.1 thesis requirement must: 
 
a. Show senior-year achievement, for example by being restricted to seniors or having 

prerequisites that ensure only the most advanced students may enroll. 
 
b. Have a major coherent project with a significant writing component. 
 
Comprehensive examination:  Senior comprehensive examinations are generally not 
recommended by CEP.   
 
Review:  The senior exit requirement must be regularly reviewed. 
a. All 6-year external reviews must include an analysis of the program’s exit 

requirement, including student and faculty input, statistical information concerning 
the options chosen, and how feedback from the senior exit requirement is examined 
and used by the department.  

b. CEP may additionally require review and consideration of comprehensive 
requirements outside of the 6-year cycle. 

c. CEP will request that all programs which did not respond to our original survey 
respond, with this statement in hand, during Fall 2004. 

 
3. Present Practices 

a. Some majors find that a senior thesis or performance is the only appropriate capstone 
experience.  Most have other solutions. 

b. Senior seminar (190) is common, and typically involves either one major paper or 
many smaller essays on a common theme.  Both approaches can potentially be 
justified as “major, coherent projects.”  Senior seminars are usually small, and 
budget issues may make it necessary to restrict students to only one such seminar. 

c. A few programs include an appropriate graduate project course as an option. 
d. One program allows a specific upper-division course, with the agreement of both the 

faculty member and the department, to be taken as a senior seminar.  Such students 
are held to a higher standard and are usually expected to produce a major research 
paper or other significant project in lieu of or in addition to the normal requirements 
for the designated course.  Appropriately designed, with standards clearly set by the 
program faculty, this can qualify as a major coherent project. 
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e. In certain cases, an examination may be appropriate, especially if it is integrated into 
a departmental process for outcomes assessment and continuous improvement. 

f. Some programs require a senior essay that may be an extension of a class project. 
g. A few majors allow completion of the senior exit requirement by taking additional 

courses or just the required courses.  CEP does not favor this solution, and will be 
working with these programs to consider alternatives.   

h. A few majors require a formal written comprehensive examination.   CEP does not 
favor this solution.  

 
4. Recommendations 

a. Senior exit requirements should be integrated with annual or biannual internal review 
of each major and its requirements. 

b. Course-based projects are an effective use of resources for programs unable to 
supervise a thesis for every student. 

c. Evaluation of satisfaction of the senior exit requirement should include multiple 
faculty in the program, such as the program’s undergraduate committee.  This can 
also be the forum for awarding honors. 

d. Clear guidelines for the standards of the senior exit requirement should be available 
to students, preferably in the catalog (e.g., as in politics requirement adopted for the 
2003-4 catalog).  These guidelines could include complexity of a performance or 
exhibit, number of pages in a major paper, experimental methods required, or scope 
of a design.   

e. Student proposals and faculty approval prior to commencement of the work can help 
ensure quality and achievability. 

f. Proposals for changes to the senior exit requirement must focus on the undergraduate 
educational experience, rather than budget or workload.  Resource availability may 
constrain the range of feasible choices, but should not be the starting point for faculty 
discussion. 

g. Programs may wish to consider satisfaction of the campus writing-intensive (W) 
requirement as a prerequisite to senior thesis and senior project courses. 

 
 
 

Appendix 
 
 
Santa Cruz Academic Senate regulations (8/03 version): 
8.1 Comprehensive Examinations  

(Am 21 Apr 71) 
 

8.1.1 Each student, in order to graduate, must pass a comprehensive examination or senior thesis 
administered or approved by the agency supervising the student's major program. (Am 21 
Apr 71, 24 Jan 79; EC 1 Aug 76) 

 
8.1.2 Comprehensive examinations may be written, oral, or both, at the discretion of the agency 

administering the examination. (En 21 Apr 71) 
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9.3   Grading of Comprehensive Examinations 
 
A9.3.1   All comprehensive examinations and senior theses shall be graded honors (H), pass (P), or 

fail (F). Papers of students receiving H or F must be read by at least two readers. (Am 27 
Jan 71) 

 
 

Comprehensive Examination 
CEP Annual Report, 1994-95: 
Comprehensive Examinations 
A subcommittee was established to continue review of how boards satisfy UCSC's unique 
comprehensive requirement, including grading according to Senate regulation 9.3.  The 
Subcommittee drafted an interpretation of "thesis" to mean "A major, coherent project that meets 
the standards of the senior year level of achievement in the discipline."  This definition was adopted 
by the full committee.  The subcommittee also recommended that all boards affirm in the catalog 
the long-standing regulation (May, 1966) that comprehensive examinations and senior theses be 
graded honors, pass, or fail.  Discussion will be continued next year. 
 
CEP Annual Report, 2000-01: 
On-Going Concerns: External Reviews, the Comprehensive Exam Requirement, General 
Education, Selective Admissions to Majors, and the Calendar 
… 
Second, in conjunction with other issues such as the adoption of mandatory letter grades and the 
budget crisis, CEP received enough inquiries about UCSC’s senior comprehensive requirement to 
feel the need to make clear its intention to uphold the requirement as an important part of UCSC’s 
commitment to excellent undergraduate education and to reaffirm the 1995 definition of a “thesis” 
as “a major coherent project that meets the standards of the senior year level of achievement in the 
discipline.”  At the same time, CEP plans to initiate discussions which will encourage departments 
to develop feasible options for students to satisfy the requirement in meaningful ways while 
increasing the usefulness of the exit requirement as a way of assessing the effectiveness of programs 
of study within majors. 
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